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Abstract: Fountain code can significantly increase eavesdroppers’ untranslated efficiency in the
wireless communication eavesdropping channel. The secondary LT coding anti-eavesdropping
scheme with fountain code degree-1 is the subject of a theoretical investigation in this paper. The fact
that its channel security capacity is greater than that of traditional LT code is first deduced from an
information-theoretic standpoint, and the impact of source symbol length on decoding complexity
and decoding overhead is then examined. The experimental results show that, compared with
the traditional anti-eavesdropping twice fountain code, selecting long source symbols for double
LT coding, when the main channel is better than the eavesdropping channel, can ensure that the
eavesdropper has a higher untranslated efficiency, and can effectively reduce the fountain code
decoding complexity and the number of encoded symbols sent by the source to improve the efficiency
of information transmission.

Keywords: LT code; anti-eavesdropping; physical layer security; eavesdropping channel; delete channel

1. Introduction

Wireless communication has taken over as the primary form of modern communi-
cation due to the quick development of mobile communication technology. It is essential
to ensure the security of information transmission since the open channel environment
of wireless networks makes it simple for unlawful eavesdroppers to obtain information.
The majority of conventional anti-eavesdropping methods use cryptosystems; however, as
the computing power of computers and other devices has steadily increased, the security
of these secrecy systems has come under threat. As a result, the conventional secret key
mechanism in wireless communications is facing significant difficulties.

Since the establishment of Shannon’s information-theoretic security model [1] and
the introduction of the wireless eavesdropping channel model [2] by Wyner, the secrecy
capabilities of degraded eavesdropping channels has been defined based on information
theory, which has laid the foundation for information theory for the development of
physical layer security (PLS) technology. According to the definition of confidential capacity,
confidential communication can be realized during the transmission of the eavesdropping
channel when the channel capacity of the main channel is higher than the channel capacity
of the eavesdropping channel. PLS now serves as a guarantee for wireless communications’
information security transmission problems. Successively, the literature [3] investigated
how secure communication can be performed over fading broadcast channels. According
to the literature [4], a capacity realization encoding approach is suggested for the secure
rate-limiting feedback link’s eavesdropping channel, where the receiver can also feedback
the random rate and provide an independently generated key to accomplish secrecy
capacity. The literature [5] provides an overview of wireless communication’s physical
layer technologies, network architecture, and resource management. It also goes into detail
on the ideal design of energy-saving wireless networks, which can actually drastically lower
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the network’s overall energy usage. Based on this, the literature [6] developed a methodical
strategy for big data-sensing wireless networks with improved wireless service quality and
innovative mobile applications, increasing the potential of wireless communication.

The majority of PLS technologies in use today aim to increase security capabilities.
By enhancing the gap in signal quality between legitimate receivers and eavesdroppers,
for instance, artificial noise, collaborative relaying, and other techniques can raise the rate
of signal receipt for legitimate receivers. As an illustration, the literature [7] suggests a
secure communication beamforming scheme based on signal-to-noise ratio, which aims to
eliminate artificial noise at the legitimate receiving end by minimizing the signal-to-noise
ratio of the unreliable relay nodes, maximizing its signal-to-noise ratio, and achieving the
goal of preventing information eavesdropping. The literature [8] suggests an opportunistic
fountain coding mechanism based on coordinated routing, in which each relay node does
not have to restore all of the original packets but instead chooses a virtual node for packet
forwarding and re-encodes the unrestored and restored packets of a single relay, improving
the performance of multi-hop networks’ transmission delay and reducing the decoding
complexity.

Physical layer coding can significantly improve eavesdroppers’ untranslated efficiency
in noisy channels. Fountain code is an anti-eavesdropping code appropriate for physical
layer communication. The longer the source coding symbol length, the smaller the decoding
overhead, even near to 1. In the eavesdropping channel, there is a difference between the
legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper in receiving the correct coding symbol, which
is utilized as an anti-eavesdropping code to make it difficult for the eavesdropper to
obtain the source information from it. In the literature [9], a coset precoding method
is based on enhanced fountain codes to achieve strong communication security. Coset
precoding prevents eavesdroppers from intercepting confidential information from leaked
bits, and the main channel and the eavesdropping channel are both memoryless binary
erasure channels. The literature [10] proposes a structure of repairable fountain codes in
distributed storage systems, where random symbols are first added to the message, and
then the message is encoded through the connection of Gabidulin codes and repairable
fountain codes (RFCs) to design secure and repairable vector RFCs, i.e., the code symbols
are distributed over storage nodes in order to theoretically achieve complete security. An
improved distributed fountain coding method that has been suggested in the literature [11]
uses a joint iterative optimization algorithm to optimize the degree distribution of sources
and relays, improving the overall performance of all sources while also ensuring the
reliability of the network by adding cooperative relays to mitigate the effects of undesirable
channel conditions. The literature [12] uses rateless fountain code, Raptor code, equalizer,
and chaotic interleaving technology in multi-user large-scale multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems to enhance Bit Error Rate (BER) performance and throughput
of a MIMO-Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing-based system over multipath
fading channels. In addition, the literature [13] on Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks
(IWSNs) suggests a secure cooperative transmission strategy for IWSNs based on fountain
codes, which combines cooperative jamming in the physical layer with fountain coding in
the application layer, and designs a cooperative jamming method based on constellation
rotation, so that the quality of the signals received by the eavesdropper deteriorates and
the secrecy of the transmission is guaranteed. The literature [14] also proposes a recursive
finite feedback online fountain code for the Underwater Acoustic Network system (UANs)
that can lower bandwidth and energy consumption and restrict the number of feedback
packets by decoding the progress threshold. This UANs data transmission mechanism
improves in terms of overhead, computational complexity, and efficiency.

This is because digital fountain codes, which are more suited for wireless deletion
channels because of their low decoding overhead, may efficiently conserve network re-
sources and cut down on transmission delay. The Luby Transform (LT) code was first
presented by Luby [15] in 2002, and it enhances LT code performance by increasing the
likelihood that degree-1 coded packets with robust soliton distribution will be encoun-
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tered during the decoding iterations. Later, a Shift-LT code (SLT code) was put forth in
the literature [16], where the source side uses feedback data to modify the RSD degree
distribution, which significantly reduces the compiled code complexity, memory usage,
and overall energy consumption. Next, the literature [17] introduces a feedback LT coding
scheme that, by adjusting the variable nodal degree, reduces the encoding time and average
overhead, accelerates the convergence of the symbol BER curve, and significantly enhances
the anti-eavesdropping effect. According to the literature [18], this fountain coding scheme
can achieve a high intermediate decoding rate by using feedback information to predict the
decoder state and dynamically adjusting the non-uniform symbol selection distribution.
The literature [19,20] suggested modifying the LT code degree-1 and Online Fountain
Codes without a build-up phase, respectively, by modifying the quantity of degree-1 coded
symbols, doing away with the stacking phase, enhancing Belief Propagation (BP) decoding
performance, and making sure that the received coded symbols are recovered as soon as
possible. The degree distribution of the robust soliton distribution is then optimized in
literature [21], and it is suggested to reorder the degree distribution from large to small
in order to delay the emergence of degree-1 symbols. As a result, the decoding process
is delayed, which is helpful for increasing the untranslated rate of the eavesdropper. Ac-
cording to the literature [22], an anti-eavesdropping method for the SLT-LT joint code is
based on a collection of random symbols. The sender chooses a group of random symbols
to send to the legitimate receiver as known symbols and cascades these random symbols
with the message symbols to form the source symbols for cascade coding, which increases
the eavesdropper’s untranslated rate. The literature [23] devised an anti-eavesdropping
channel coding method for the degree-1 symbols of LT code to LT coding again, so as to
further improve the untranslated rate of eavesdroppers.

The communication information transfer rate can be efficiently increased thanks to the
decreased decoding overhead. In this paper, the secondary LT coding anti-eavesdropping
scheme for LT code degree-1 is analyzed theoretically from the security capacity, complexity,
and decoding overhead. From the experimental results, it can be seen that this scheme
can effectively reduce the coding complexity, and when used in the case of longer source
symbols, it can effectively reduce the decoding overhead and improve the efficiency of the
eavesdropper’s untranslated rate.

The remaining portions of the research are structured as follows: The LT code and the
secondary LT coding scheme based on LT code degree-1 are described in Section 2. The
performance analysis of the secondary LT coding scheme is presented in Section 3. The
associated simulation analysis is done in Section 4. The paper’s conclusion is presented in
Section 5.

2. LT Code Anti-Eavesdropping Method
2.1. LT Code

(1) LT Code Encoding

The source first packs k symbols into packets, which are then randomly encoded by
the robust soliton distribution (RSD) degree distribution function into an infinite number
of coded symbols. Then, Alice continuously sends these coded symbols to Bob through the
main channel, Bob receives these coded symbols and performs BP decoding until enough
coded symbols are received to recover the source information, Bob sends an ACK feedback
to Alice to notify Alice of the completion of the decoding, and Alice immediately stops
sending coded symbols after receiving the feedback. Additionally, the performance of
the encoding method is directly impacted by the selection of the RSD degree distribution.
Therefore, it is crucial to carefully consider how to design the degree distribution function.

(2) Deletion of LT Code Coding Matrix in the channel

According to Luby’s theory [15], the Ideal Solitary Distribution (ISD) ρ(d) and the
enhancement factor τ(d) after normalization make up the Robust Soliton Distribution
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(RSD) degree distribution function, and their corresponding mathematical formulas are
as follows:

ρ(d) =

{
1/k d = 1

1
d(d−1) d = 2, 3, · · · , k

, (1)

τ(d) =


s
k ·

1
d d = 1, 2, 3, · · · , (k/s)− 1

s
k ln(s/δ) d = k/s
0 d> k/s

(2)

where k represents the number of original symbols of the source, d represents the degree of
encoded symbols, s = c ln(k/δ)

√
k, c is a constant (c > 0), and δ represents the maximum

failure probability of decoding.
The RSD degree distribution function is normalized as follows:

µ(d) = ρ(d)+τ(d)
z d = 1, 2, · · · , k (3)

where z = ∑d(ρ(d) + τ(d)).
The source symbols are grouped and d symbols from each group of k symbols are

randomly selected for an XOR operation to obtain the LT coded symbols. The LT encoding
matrix G is obtained according to the probability distribution function of Equation (3) as
shown below:

G =


0 1 · · · 0 · · ·
1 0 · · · 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 0 · · · 1 · · ·


k× a

1−PAB

(4)

where “1” indicates the location of the corresponding selected source, pAB denotes the
main channel deletion probability, and a denotes the number of correctly decoded symbols
participating in LT. The value of a is not fixed because LT encoding has a codeless rate, but
it satisfies a ≥ k.

C = M× G is the LT code encoding symbol. If a accurate symbols are needed for LT
decoding, considering the impact of channel deletion probability, the actual number of
encoding symbols received by the destination node is m = a

1−PAB
.

2.2. Eavesdropping Channel Model

The three components of the eavesdropping channel are the source (Alice), the le-
gitimate receiver (Bob), and the eavesdropper (Eve). The main (legal) channel is the one
between Alice and Bob, whereas the eavesdropping channel is the one between Alice
and Eve. Bob adopts the BP decoding method, while Alice uses LT code as the anti-
eavesdropping channel coding. Bob continuously delivers the coded symbols to Alice
across the main channel, and sends an ACK feedback to inform Alice of the completion
of decoding when Bob recovers the source information. Due to the wireless channel’s
openness, we presume that Eve has obtained every decoding rule shared by Alice and Bob.
While both are legally transmitting information, Eve can effectively steal the source infor-
mation through the eavesdropping channel, and the same BP decoding is used. Figure 1
then displays the LT code eavesdropping channel model.

When Bob consistently gets enough coded symbols, BP decoding can be used to
quickly recover the source information. The security of information transmission can be
ensured as long as Bob receives enough coded symbols and finishes decoding before Eve.
However, there is a higher probability of information leaking if Eve steals more coded
symbols before Bob does.
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The channel security capacity is:

CSLT = 1− PAB − (1− PAE)
= PAE − PAB

(5)

2.3. Anti-Eavesdropping Method Based on Degree-1 Secondary LT Coding

Based on the anti-eavesdropping channel premise of Figure 1, the source first LT
encodes the overall symbols and then continues LT encodes the degree-1 symbols produced
by it again, as shown in the literature [23]. The method is known as double LT code because
it goes through two LT encoding processes. Figure 2 depicts its scheme model.
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In Figure 2, the source Alice first sends the LT-a code under the deletion channel from
G of Equation (4), and sends the non-degree-1 encoding symbol of the LT-a code to Bob
through the main channel. Bob receives it and stores it for later use. Meanwhile, Alice
performs a secondary LT encoding of degree-1 symbols of the LT-a code, gets the LT-b code
and continues to send it to Bob. When Bob receives the LT-b code, LT-b decoding begins,
and continues until ACK2 is sent to Alice at the conclusion of decoding. Alice receives the
feedback and instead sends a non-degree-1 symbol code of the LT-a code to Bob. At this
point, Bob executes LT-a decoding using the recovered degree-1 symbols and the received
LT-a code. Alice instantly stops transmitting any encoded data after the feedback message
ACK1 is sent to it once all the decoding is finished. Meanwhile, during Bob’s decoding
process, Eve eavesdrops on the encoded symbols through the eavesdropping channel, and
similarly decodes the degree-1 symbols after the LT-b code is decoded along with the LT-a
code. However, due to the randomness of the fountain code, there is a difference between
the main channel and the eavesdropping channel environments, which creates uncertainty
in the eavesdropper’s decoding, causing a difference in the degree-1 symbols decoded by
Bob and Eve, and an even greater difference when continuing to decode with the LT-a
code. The probability of Eve not yet completing the decoding increases when Bob finishes
the decoding.
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3. Program Performance Analysis

In this section, we examine the security capacity, decoding complexity, and decod-
ing overhead for the double LT method to assess the security and reliability of system
information transmission.

3.1. Security Capacity

The number of symbols sent by the source is k, and the channel deletion probability
of the main channel and the wiretap channel are PAB and PAE, respectively, which are
transmitted through a binary memoryless deletion channel. The channel security capacity
Cs is described as maximizing the information transmission rate while ensuring security
and is denoted as Cs = maxR.

As can be seen from 2.3, the double LT scheme is divided into two decoding stages.
The first phase is the decoding of degree-1 symbols, in which Alice encodes degree-1
symbols to create the LT-b code (U-sequence) and sends it to Bob. Bob then receives the
source symbols to obtain UBob. According to Shannon’s Information Theory [1], Bob’s
information transmission rate RU_Bob is:

RU_Bob = I(U; UBob) = 1− PAB (6)

In the second stage, Alice encodes k symbols to form an LT-a code (SU sequence) and
sends it to Bob, and by utilizing the degree-1 symbol sequences that have been decoded in
the first stage to be decoded together, Bob’s information transmission rate RS_Bob is satisfied:

RS_Bob = I(SU ; SU_Bob)× RU_Bob
= I(SU ; SU_Bob)× (1− PAB)

= (1− PAB)
2

(7)

Similarly, the eavesdropper eavesdrops through the eavesdropping channel to get
Eve’s information transmission rate RS_Eve as:

RS_Eve = (1− PAE)
2 (8)

Setting parameter Sr = (1− PAE)/(1− PAB), the safe rate R of the system is satisfied:

CSdouble_LT = maxR = RBob − REve

= (1− PAB)
2 − (1− PAE)

2

= (1− PAB)
2 − Sr

2(1− PAB)
2

= (1− PAB)
2(1− Sr

2) (9)

Due to (1− PAB)
2 > 0, achieving Cs > 0 merely requires completing Sr

2 < 1. This
ensures that the security capacity is greater than zero, thus guaranteeing the secure trans-
mission of information. Then, to satisfy Sr

2 < 1, that is, Sr < 1, that is, 1− PAE < 1− PAB,
yields PAB < PAE. Therefore, in summary, we only need to satisfy that PAB < PAE, the
legal channel environment is superior to the eavesdropping channel, and then necessarily
Cs > 0, that is, the security capacity exists and is higher.

Next, the security capacity of the double LT code is simplified:

CSdouble_LT = (1− PAB)
2 − (1− PAE)

2

= ((1− PAB) + (1− PAE))× (1− PAB − (1− PAE))
= (PAE − PAB)(2− PAB − PAE)

(10)

Since better channel conditions are taken into account in this paper’s practical applica-
tions, both PAB and PAE take values less than 0.5; then, 2− PAB − PAE > 1, which results in
CSdouble_LT > CSLT . Even though the channel state condition of the eavesdropping channel
is better than that of the legitimate channel, it still satisfies the larger security capacity of
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the double LT method, which can theoretically be shown to have a larger security capacity
than the traditional LT code.

3.2. Decoding Complexity

(1) Double LT fountain code decoding complexity

The fountain code uses the µ(d) distribution to obtain the coding matrix and the
XOR computation to obtain the coded symbols, and the number of XOR calculations
determines the size of the complexity of the compiled code. A computational approach
to coding complexity is suggested in the literature [22]. The decoding complexity E is
therefore correlated with the average degree d and the number of decoding symbols m1.
The following is the mathematical expression:

E = m1·(d− 1) (11)

Due to the low decoding overhead of the fountain code, the number of decoded
symbols m1 = k + e, and e can be an arbitrarily small number greater than zero. Then, from
Equation (11), the decoding complexity ELT of LT code is obtained:

ELT = (k + e)
(

dLT − 1
)
≈ k

(
o
(

ln
k
δ

)
− 1
)

(12)

The Edouble_LT complexity in the double LT approach is divided into two sections, LT-a
code and LT-b code:

Edouble_LT = ELT−a + ELT−b (13)

LT-a, the first LT encoding process needs to complete decoding for k symbols, and the
decoding complexity ELT−a can be obtained from Equation (12):

ELT−a = k(dLT − 1) (14)

LT-b is the secondary LT encoding for the k·u(1) degree-1 symbols in LT-a after
extraction, and the decoding complexity ELT−b can be obtained from Equation (12):

ELT−b = k·u(1)(dLT−b − 1) (15)

where dLT−b denotes the average degree of participation of k·u(1) symbols in the LT-b code
and u(1) is the probability of the degree-1 symbols.

In summary, substituting (14) and (15) into Equation (13) yields the decoding complex-
ity Edouble_LT :

Edouble_LT = ELT−a + ELT−b

= k
(

dLT(k) − 1
)
+ k·u(1)

(
dLT(k·u(1)) − 1

)
= k

(
o
(

ln k
δ

)
− 1
)
+ k·u(1)

(
o
(

ln
(

k·u(1)
δ

))
− 1
) (16)

Obviously, from Equations (12) and (16), it can be seen that the decoding complexity
of the double LT method is increased by o

(
k·u(1) ln

(
k·u(1)

δ

))
− k·u(1) compared to the LT

code, and increases with the increase in the k value.

(2) Comparison of decoding complexity of double LT fountain code with two other
fountain codes
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a. For the DEMR-LT fountain code [21], a twice LT code cascade coding was
performed, and the decoding complexity is expressed as follows:

EDEMR_LT = ELT ·ELT
( k

1−PAB
)

= k
(

dLT − 1
)
·k
(

dLT
( k

1−PAB
)
− 1

)
(17)

Equation (17) shows that EDEMR_LT increases with the increase in PAB. When PAB = 0,
Equation (17) shows that:

EDEMR_LT =
(

k·
(

dLT − 1
))2

(18)

In Equation (18), k
(

dLT − 1
)

denotes the LT coding complexity, i.e., the number of
XOR calculations during the coding process, k is chosen to be large in LT coding, and the
number of XOR calculations is much larger than 2, which can be obtained from (18).

EDEMR_LT � 2k
(

dLT(k) − 1
)

(19)

In Equation (16), u(1)� 1, then, k·u(1)
(

dLT(k·u(1)) − 1
)
� k

(
dLT(k) − 1

)
.

Edouble_LT = k
(

dLT(k) − 1
)
+ k·u(1)

(
dLT(k·u(1)) − 1

)
� 2

(
dLT(k) − 1

) (20)

Comparing Equations (19) and (20), it is clear that Edouble_LT � EDEMR_LT and the
double LT fountain code is much smaller than the decoding complexity of the DEMR-LT
fountain code.

b. For the SLT-LT fountain code [22], the same twice fountain code cascade coding
is performed with the length of the participating decoded symbols as k + n and
PAB = 0. The decoding complexity is expressed as follows:

ESLT_LT = ESLT ·ELT

= k
(

dSLT − 1
)
·k
(

dLT − 1
) (21)

k
(

dSLT − 1
)

denotes the SLT coding complexity. With the same principle of Equation (19),
the number of XOR calculations is much larger than 2. From Equation (18), it is then:

ESLT_LT = ESLT ·ELT

� 2·k
(

dLT − 1
) (22)

From Equations (20) and (22), it follows that, Edouble_LT � ESLT_LT .
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the complexity of double LT is much lower

than that of the other two methods for the same twice fountain code encoding.

3.3. Effect of the Length of the Source Symbol on the Decoding Overhead

In the decoding process, the ratio of the number of symbols m required to recover
the source information to the original number of symbols k of the source is known as the
decoding overhead ε, whose mathematical expression is:

ε = m/k (23)
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The number of overhead symbols needed to decode k symbols in LT code, according
to the literature [15], is:

mLT = k + o
(√

k· ln2
(

k
δ

))
(24)

where δ denotes the maximum decoding failure probability and δ is fixed.
The decoding overhead εLT is obtained from Equations (23) and (24).

εLT = 1 + o
(√

k· ln2
(

k
δ

))
/k (25)

Since LT-a in double LT is the LT code, the decoding overhead εLT−a = εLT .
LT-b decoding is LT encoding and decoding of kµ(1) degree-1 symbols, and the

decoding overhead εLT−b is obtained from Equation (25):

εLT−b = µ(1) + o
(√

kµ(1)· ln2
(

kµ(1)
δ

))
/k (26)

The total of LT-a code and LT-b code constitutes the double LT decoding overhead.
The decoding overhead εdouble_LT of the double LT code method is obtained by adding (25)
and (26):

εdouble_LT = 1 + u(1) +
o
(√

k· ln2
(

k
δ

))
+ o
(√

k·u(1)· ln2
(

k·u(1)
δ

))
k

(27)

The larger k is, the smaller u(1) is from Equation (3), and the smaller(
o
(√

k· ln2
(

k
δ

))
+ o
(√

k·u(1)· ln2
(

k·u(1)
δ

)))
/k is in Equation (27). Comparing Equations

(25) and (27), u(1) > 0, obviously, εdouble_LT > εLT .
It is clear from the aforementioned derivation that εdouble_LT is greater to εLT . However,

as k rises, εdouble_LT moves closer to εLT .

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

The eavesdropping channel model structure is shown in Figure 2, the source is Alice,
the legal receiver is Bob, and the eavesdropper is Eve. Assuming that Eve obtains all
the decoding rules of Bob, and Bob is BP decoding, we can use this as the background
for simulation experiments through matlab. The transmission group number is 5000, the
source’s original symbol number is k, and the values for the RSD degree distribution are
c = 0.03 and δ = 0.05. From Section 3.1, it is concluded that the experiment’s values for
channels PAB and PAE are less than 0.5.

4.1. Comparison of the Number of Symbols Sent by the Source

Under erase channel conditions, fountain codes are used as anti-eavesdropping codes,
and the number of symbols sent by the source directly affects the message transmission rate.
The scheme double LT of this paper is compared with the literature [21,22], respectively, to
observe the effect of main channel variation on the number of encoded symbols sent by
the source.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the number of encoded symbols sent by the source increases
for all four schemes as PAB increases. The number of double LT is smaller than in the
literature [21,22] and larger than LT codes, respectively.

Double LT is the result of LT encoding its degree-1 symbols again on the basis of LT
codes, and the number of double LT is slightly larger than that of LT codes. In contrast, the
literature [21] encodes LT again for length k

1−PAB
encoded symbols, and the literature [22] for

length k−n
1−PAB

encoded symbols, which increases the number of encoded symbols required
for decoding more substantially. Therefore, comparing the number of encoded symbols
sent by the source, double LT is smaller than the literature [21,22].
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4.2. Eve Untranslated Rate and Erase Channel Relationship

The scheme of this paper is compared with LT codes, in the literature [21,22], respec-
tively, to observe the change in the eavesdropper Peve_undecode under different schemes.

(1) Comparison of the effect of simultaneous changes in the main channel and the eaves-
dropping channel on the eavesdropper untranslated probability.

Compare the change in the eavesdropper Peve_undecode under different schemes when
PAB = PAE is increased simultaneously.

From the experimental results in Figure 4, it can be seen that the probability of dele-
tion in the channel is smaller as PAB = PAE increases, and all four schemes increase
with PAB = PAE. When the probability of deletion in the channel then reaches a certain
value, the Peve_undecode of the four schemes begins to have a decreasing trend. When
PAB = PAE > 0.18, the Peve_undecode of this paper’s scheme is larger than in the litera-
ture [21] and LT codes, but smaller than the literature [21].
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(2) Comparison of the effect of the main channel change for the eavesdropper untrans-
lated probability.

When PAE = 0.3, PAB increases, comparing the change in the eavesdropper Peve_undecode
under different schemes.

As can be seen from the experimental results in Figure 5, all four schemes decrease
with increasing PAB. The Peve_undecode of the scheme in this paper is greater than the LT
codes. Compared with the other three schemes, PAB ≤ 0.28 and the Peve_undecode of this
paper is smaller than the literature [21,22]; at 0.28 < PAB < 0.32, the Peve_undecode of this
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paper is larger than the literature [22]; at 0.32 ≤ PAB, the Peve_undecode of this paper is larger
than the literature [21,22]. However, the Peve_undecode of this paper’s scheme is always
greater than the LT codes, regardless of how the main channel is changed.
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(3) Comparison of the effect of the eavesdropping channel change for the eavesdropper
untranslated probability.

When PAB = 0.3 and PAE increases, compare the change in the eavesdropper Peve_undecode
under different schemes.

As can be seen from the experimental results in Figure 6, all four schemes increase
with the increase in PAE. The Peve_undecode of double LT codes are all greater than those of
the LT codes. When PAE is low, the Peve_undecode of double LT is greater than that of the
literature [21,22], and when PAE increases to a certain value, the Peve_undecode of double LT
increases at a lower value than that of the literature [21,22], in that order.
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From the above experimental results, it can be seen that both double LT and the
literature [21,22] are encoded by twice fountain code, which is equivalent to the receiver
sending ACK to the source two times, increasing the number of times to intercept the
eavesdropper to continue decoding, so the anti-eavesdropping effect is better than LT codes.

The coding schemes in the literature [21,22] both encode the overall source symbols
with twice fountain codes, and as can be seen in Section 3.2, their coding complexity in-
creases substantially. The number of encoded symbols required to be sent by the source
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for decoding also increases substantially, as can be seen in Figure 3. Double LT requires
a relatively low number and complexity of encoded symbols to be sent by the source
for decoding since only degree-1 symbols are encoded for the second time. Compared
with [21,22] schemes, although Eve’s Peve_undecode is not the highest, when the eavesdrop-
ping channel deletion probability is low and the eavesdropping channel is better than the
main channel, then the double LT scheme can enable Eve to achieve a high untranslated
rate. Therefore, this paper’s scheme, double LT, also has a high application value.

4.3. Double LT Anti-Eavesdropping Capability Versus the Number of Original Symbols of the
Source k

In double LT coding, the source symbol k is chosen to vary from 100 to 1000, and the
effect of k on the decoding overhead ε is observed. Other experimental conditions are the
same as above. The experimental results are shown in Figure 7.
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From Figure 7, it can be seen that double LT decreases with the increase in k. The
experimental results are the same as the theoretical analysis in Section 3.3. Although
the εdounble_LT of double LT is larger than the εLT of LT codes, the double LT εdounble_LT
for k = 1000 is only 1.1427, which can be seen in the lower decoding overhead of long
double LT.

Variation in the untranslated probability Peve_undecode of Eve is under the variation in
channel deletion probability for double LT with different code lengths. If the main channel
deletion probability PAB = 0.3, k is chosen to be 2000, 200, and 50, respectively. Observe
the effect of the change in the deletion probability of the eavesdropping channel PAE on
Peve_undecode. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that under the condition that the main channel PAB = 0.3
remains constant, as the eavesdropping channel PAE increases, the eavesdropper Peve_undecode
also grows larger, and at higher PAE, Peve_undecode gradually flattens out and will converge
to 1. In the range where PAE is (0,0.25), the change in k in the double LT scheme can have a
small effect on the eavesdropper Peve_undecode, but it also has a certain anti-eavesdropping
function. PAE is (0.25, 0.5), and the eavesdropper’s Peve_undecode increases substantially as
the source message length k increases in the double LT scheme.

Set the eavesdropping channel deletion probability PAE = 0.3, and observe the effect
of the main channel PAB change on Peve_undecode. The experimental results are shown
in Figure 9.
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From Figure 9, it can be seen that the eavesdropper’s Peve_undecode decreases as the
main channel PAB increases, regardless of what value k is. PAB is (0, 0.35), and in the double
LT scheme, as k increases, the eavesdropper’s Peve_undecode increases substantially. After
PAB ≥ 0.35, Peve_undecode begins to decrease as k increases.

The experimental results show that as the source message length k increases, the RSD
has a higher degree-1 probability and a higher number of degree-1 symbols, increasing the
secondary LT code source length. LT code uses BP decoding, which can only be decoded
by receiving a large enough number of symbols. If Eve receives an insufficient number of
symbols to be decoded in the process of BP decoding of LT encoded symbols of degree-1,
there exists a large number of degree-1 symbols that can not be decoded, and the next step
of BP decoding can not be carried out, resulting in an increase in the untranslated rate.
However, when PAB is slightly larger than PAE, Eve receives a larger number of correctly
encoded symbols than Bob, and can decode as long as it receives enough encoded symbols,
the advantage of a long double LT is not present, and Peve_undecode begins to decrease as k
increases. Therefore, double LT with a larger number k of original symbols of the source is
suitable to be used more effectively under conditions where the main channel is better or
slightly worse than the eavesdropping channel.
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5. Conclusions

From the above theoretical analysis and experimental results, it can be seen that the
double LT method increases the number of times to intercept the eavesdropper’s continued
decoding due to the twice LT coding, effectively improves the channel security capacity,
and improves the effect of anti-eavesdropping. Since this method performs secondary LT
encoding on a smaller number of degree-1 symbols in the LT code, it reduces the number
of encoded symbols required to be sent by the source for decoding and the complexity of
coding compared to other secondary LT coding schemes. When the main channel is better
or slightly worse than the eavesdropping channel conditions, due to the increase in the
original symbols with the source, this effectively increases the number of symbols for the
secondary LT coding degree-1. The number of symbols decoded by the eavesdropper is
reduced, which improves the untranslated rate of the eavesdropper, and at the same time
reduces the number of encoded symbols that need to be sent from the source for decoding,
so the use of the long codes of the double LT code has a better effect in anti-eavesdropping.
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